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Abstract This thesis consists of three papers, all of them on the topic of
function spaces on fractals.

The papers summarised in this thesis are:

Paper I Mats Bodin, Wavelets and function spaces on Mauldin-Williams
fractals, Research Report in Mathematics No. 7, Ume̊a University,
2005.

Paper II Mats Bodin, Harmonic functions and Lipschitz spaces on the
Sierpinski gasket, Research Report in Mathematics No. 8, Ume̊a
University, 2005.

Paper III Mats Bodin, A discrete characterisation of Lipschitz spaces
on fractals, Manuscript.

The first paper deals with piecewise continuous wavelets of higher order
in Besov spaces defined on fractals. A. Jonsson has constructed wavelets
of higher order on fractals, and characterises Besov spaces on totally dis-
connected self-similar sets, by means of the magnitude of the coefficients
in the wavelet expansion of the function. For a class of fractals, W. Jin
shows that such wavelets can be constructed by recursively calculating
moments. We extend their results to a class of graph directed self-similar
fractals, introduced by R. D. Mauldin and S. C. Williams.

In the second paper we compare differently defined function spaces on
the Sierpinski gasket. R. S. Strichartz proposes a discrete definition of
Besov spaces of continuous functions on self-similar fractals having a reg-
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ular harmonic structure. We identify some of them with Lipschitz spaces
introduced by A. Jonsson, when the underlying domain is the Sierpinski
gasket. We also characterise some of these spaces by means of the mag-
nitude of the coefficients of the expansion of a function in a continuous
piecewise harmonic base.

The last paper gives a discrete characterisation of certain Lipschitz
spaces on a class of fractal sets. A. Kamont has discretely characterised
Besov spaces on intervals. We give a discrete characterisation of Lipschitz
spaces on fractals admitting a type of regular sequence of triangulations,
and for a class of post critically finite self-similar sets. This shows that,
on some fractals, certain discretely defined Besov spaces, introduced by R.
Strichartz, coincide with Lipschitz spaces introduced by A. Jonsson and
H. Wallin for low order of smoothness.

Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 46E35; Secondary 42C40,
31C35, 28A80
Key words and phrases: function spaces, wavelets, bases, fractals, triang-
ulations, iterated function systems.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Fractals: a non-technical introduction for everyone

The secret of the success of the natural sciences is mathematics, which
is the universal language of science. Mathematics is an indispensable
tool for describing both artificial and natural phenomena. Throughout
the centuries, the natural sciences and mathematics has evolved together,
in what can be described as a symbiotic relationship, largely because of
the remarkable ability of mathematics to accurately describe the world.
This is what the Nobel Prize winning physicist E. Wigner [Wig60] writes,
regarding this:

“The miracle of the appropriateness of the language of math-
ematics for the formulation of the laws of physics is a won-
derful gift which we neither deserve nor understand.”

– Eugene P. Wigner (1960)

In the language of mathematics, natural phenomena and objects are
described by functions, implicitly or directly, e.g. we represent trajecto-
ries, heat distribution, sound waves, and electrical currents, by smooth
curves or functions. In the past, classical geometry has provided us with
the basic building blocks for effectively modelling the world. Objects
are often described by a collection of basic forms from Euclidian geome-
try, such as straight lines, triangles, spheres, and ellipses. Straight lines
have been used for measuring distance, triangles for dividing land areas,
spheres and ellipses for describing planets and their orbits. Classical ge-
ometry has enabled us to describe the form of objects of any size, from
objects as small as molecules to astronomical objects, such as planets or
even galaxies. Depending on the circumstances, we can represent a rope
by a line or a thin cylinder, a planet by a single point or a sphere, a clay
brick by a rectangular box, and the coast of an island by connected line
segments.
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The reason for introducing fractals is motivated by the roughness of
nature, which is difficult to describe with classical geometry, although
for some their beauty is reason enough. Historically, most mathematical
models of nature assume that curves or functions are sufficiently smooth
for us to apply standard calculus. However, objects in nature do not have
smooth forms - there are no straight lines or perfect spheres in nature. In-
stead, natural objects and phenomena display a much more complex and
irregular structure than can be described by classical geometry. Benoit
Mandelbrot takes this to heart in his inspired and conceptually impor-
tant essay The Fractal Geometry of Nature [Man82] (earlier versions are
[Man75, Man77]), in which he proposes that nature be described by dif-
ferent means, than that of standard geometry. He introduces fractals as
a new class of geometrical objects for describing nature.

The word fractal, coined by Mandelbrot in [Man75], is derived from the
Latin fractus, which means “broken”. Thus, fractal describes an irregular
and fragmented structure.

In this groundbreaking essay, Mandelbrot argues in a convincing way,
that the fractal approach for modelling nature is “both effective and more
natural”. Fractals as mathematical objects have been known since the
late nineteenth century, but was never associated with any objects or phe-
nomena in nature until Mandelbrot made the connection. Originally, such
sets were introduced as degenerate sets in analysis, used as pathological
examples, and considered to be “monsters”. Fractals are a good example
of the strange appropriateness of mathematics for describing nature, more
so then we can imagine.

Figure 1.1: The first three steps in the construction of the Sierpin-
ski gasket, by repeatedly removing triangles.
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Example 1.1. The Sierpinski gasket

◮ The Sierpinski gasket is a classical fractal that can be constructed via
an iterative process. We begin with an equilateral triangle (Figure 1.1),
and then remove a triangle with one quarter of the area of the original
triangle (the white triangle in the middle of Figure 1.1). We then get three
triangles, from each of which we remove a middle triangle, so that we get
nine triangles. Continuing this process indefinitely, the remaining set is
known as the Sierpinski gasket (Figure 1.2). In mathematics, the Sierpin-
ski gasket is an example of a set that, in a theoretical sense, occupies a
significant part of the plane, but has zero area. ◭

The dimension of a set describes in what way it extends spatially,
i.e. a type of measure for the size of the set. A line is one-dimensional,
while a plane is two-dimensional, and a sphere is three-dimensional. In
mathematics, the concept of dimension can be generalised to sets, which
do not have length, area, or volume. Fractals are sets that have non-
integer dimension, and especially does the Sierpinski gasket have dimen-
sion log(3)/ log(2) ≈ 1.58. This means that the Sierpinski gasket in some
sense is larger then a line, but smaller then a plane. Of course, the Sierpin-

Figure 1.2: The Sierpinski gasket Figure 1.3: Barnsley’s Fern

ski gasket is a strict mathematical fractal and cannot be found in nature.
It has several features that are expected of a fractal set, and has served
as a prototype in the mathematical research of fractals. There are other
mathematical fractals that do look very much like real objects. For exam-
ple, the fractal fern (Figure 1.3) by M. Barnsley [Bar88], is a mathematical
fractal, not that different from the Sierpinski gasket. It looks much like a
real fern, but is a computer-generated image.
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There is no strict mathematical definition of fractal sets, but some
properties we expect to see in a fractal set are:

• some kind of self-similarity
• fine structure on all scales
• high degree of irregularity
• non-integer dimension.

A fractal set is self-similar if parts of the fractal are geometrically similar
to the whole object, on all scales. There are several types of self-similarity
in mathematics, e.g. the Sierpinski gasket has a particularly strong ge-
ometrical self-similarity. To make more precise, a part of the Sierpinski
gasket corresponding to one of the smaller triangles in Figure 1.1, is iden-
tical to the whole of the Sierpinski gasket, up to a scaling factor. By a
fine structure, we mean that there are details at all scales. That the set is
irregular, means that it is not smooth, i.e. cannot be described by classical
geometry, neither locally nor globally.

The idea to describe nature by a geometry more irregular than the
standard Euclidian geometry is not difficult to appreciate, if we view ob-
jects at different scales. If we want to model the gravitational field of earth
on a planetary scale, it is sufficient to consider the earth to be a sphere.
However, for other purposes, at smaller scales, this can be insufficient - it
is doubtful that a hiker would consider the Rocky Mountains as a smooth
surface. Although one could argue that the hiker would be satisfied with
a topographical map, which only showed details on the metre scale, an
ant would disagree, because for the ant, a piece of rock would still appear
as a mountain on at that scale. In his essay [Man82], Mandelbrot shows
computer-generated landscapes, including mountains, which are genuine
fractals, but are easily accepted as natural to the human eye.

No natural objects are fractals, or smooth for that matter, if viewed
at small enough scales. Since all mathematical objects are ideal, they can
only serve as approximations of natural objects, and the scales are essential
to determine what kind of smoothness is needed, for specific purpose, to
accurately describe an object.

Example 1.2. What is the length of the coast of Great Britain?

◮ This is a classical example, given by Mandelbrot [Man82], of a natural
boundary, which is better modelled by fractal methods, instead of classical
geometry.
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The length of a smooth curve (Figure 1.4) can be approximated by a
piecewise linear curve (the dashed lines in Figure 1.4(a)), where each line
segment has the same length ǫ, which we call the yardstick length. The

(a) Yardstick length ǫ (b) Yardstick length ǫ/2

Figure 1.4: The approximate length of the curve is 4ǫ if the yard-
stick length is ǫ, and 9 × ǫ/2 = 4.5ǫ if the yardstick length is ǫ/2.

approximation will get better as the length of the line segments, i.e. the
yardstick length, decreases (Figure 1.4(b)), and will quickly converge to
the true length of the curve.

This means that we should be able to approximate the length of Great
Britain’s coastline by walking along the coast with a ruler having yardstick
length ǫ (metre), and counting the number of steps N(ǫ) we need to take,
in order to traverse the whole coastline. Then the length of the coast
should be approximately the number of steps times the yardstick length,
i.e. L(ǫ) = N(ǫ) × ǫ. If we reduce the yardstick length, we expect to
get closer to the actual length of the coast. However, as the yardstick
length decreases, the approximated length will not converge. Instead, it
turns out that the approximation L(ǫ) will increase, as ǫ decreases. The
reason for this is that the coast is very irregular on all scales, so that a
blown up portion of the coast will be hard to distinguish from any other
part of the coast, almost regardless of scaling factor. Hence, a re-scaled
stretch of coastline will reveal new details (Figure 1.5). New bays, inlets,
and peninsulas, will be visible, similar to that of some other stretch of the
coastline, and just as irregular. These new irregularities will increase the
number of steps needed to traverse the coast, faster than the yardstick
length decreases.

The length of coasts, and borders, was studied empirically by L. F.
Richardson, who discovered that the approximate length L(ǫ) of the coast,
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Figure 1.5: A magnification of a stretch of coastline of Great
Britain. The outline of the coast of Great Britain was manually
traced, using a graphics program, from a digital image of Great
Britain.

when using yardstick length ǫ, satisfies L(ǫ) ∼ ǫ1−D where D ≈ 1.2 (here
∼ means ‘close to’ in a mathematical sense), for the range 20 m to 200
km [Fal90]. Richardson did not make any theoretical interpretation of
the exponent D, while Mandelbrot realised that D can be seen as the
dimension of the coast, if we consider the coast to be a fractal curve (cf.
[Man82]). By Mandelbrot’s own words, Richardson’s studies influenced
him in writing his essay on fractals in nature.

This phenomenon is, of course, not limited to the coast of Great
Britain, but applies to borders, and coasts, in general. Each land frontier
has its own dimension, which can actually vary if examined locally. J.
Feder takes the coast of Norway as an example in [Fed88], and he finds
that the dimension of the coast of Norway is D ≈ 1.52.

Richardson found that the length of the common border between Spain
and Portugal, as claimed by the two countries, differed by 23% (987 km
versus 1214 km). This difference can be explained by the choice of yard-
stick length 2ǫ versus ǫ respectively (cf. [Man82]).

The lesson learned by this example, is that the length of borders and
coasts given in encyclopaedias should not be taken too literally.◭
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The essay by Mandelbrot has created a widespread interest in fractals
and their applications in diverse areas, in the natural sciences, as well
in the humanities. Needless to say, It has fuelled the mathematical re-
search of irregular structures, i.e. fractals, which has been intense since
the mid-seventies. In the last couple of decades, extensive research has
been done on the existence of fractal phenomena and structures in nature,
giving further evidence that nature does indeed display the characteris-
tics of fractals. Fractal patterns, such as self-similarity, are today recog-
nised in many applied sciences, e.g. physics (Brownian motion), biology
(growth patterns), chemistry (electrolysis), finance (variation of financial
prices), physiology (airways in lungs), computer science (internet traffic),
geology (particle-size distribution in soil), including both temporal and
spatial phenomena. Examples of implementations of fractal methods are
analysis of data, simulation, construction of antennas, signal, and image
processing.

Example 1.3. Brownian motion

◮ Brownian motion is possibly the most striking example of fractal be-
haviour in nature, predicted by its mathematical model, and confirmed
by experiments. In the early seventeenth century, the botanist R. Brown
observed that microscopic particles suspended in fluid, exhibited highly
irregular movement. Others had observed this movement, but Brown was

A

B

Figure 1.6: Computer simulated Brownian motion: The Brownian
trail of a particle in the plane, that has starting point A and end
point B.

the first to realise that this was a physical phenomenon, and not a biolog-
ical one. This type of erratic motion of minute particles is independent
of particle-size and was explained by Einstein in 1905, as the result of
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random molecular bombardment due to thermal fluctuations in the fluid.

The first mathematically rigourous model of Brownian motion was
proposed by N. Wiener in 1923, and is essentially a model of a random
walk process in space (Wiener process). A random walk is exactly what it
sounds like, namely a particle that in each instance moves a small distance
in a random direction. The dimension of Wiener’s random walk in space
will have dimension 2, while a smooth curve has dimension 1. Random
walks have many applications in science, e.g. gambling, heat flow, viscous
fingering in porous media, and other diffusion processes. Brownian motion
is statistically self-similar, which is a weaker form of self-similarity than
that of the Sierpinski gasket. Loosely speaking, this means that on almost
any scale, a part of the path of the particle will look similar to any other
part of the path.

It is worth noting, that the random walk model of Brownian motion is
an approximation, like all modelling, since it would require infinite energy
to follow the trajectory of a particle predicted by Wiener’s random walk
model. The reason for this is that the model is ideal, and does not take
inertia into account. ◭

Functions are of central importance in mathematics and are used to
represent natural phenomena. It is customary to visualise a function by a
graph, as illustrated in Figure 1.7(b), which is the graph of the height of
stone above sea level, dropped off a cliff by a person, as shown in Figure
1.7(a).

h0

y

t

y = h(t)

0 t1
(a) Real event (b) The graph of the function y = h(t)

Figure 1.7: The function h(t) = h0 − gt2/2 is the height above sea
level of a falling stone after t seconds, where h0 is the height from
which the stone is dropped at time t = 0, and g is the gravitational
acceleration. The stone hits the water after t1 seconds.
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In mathematical modelling, functions and their properties are essen-
tial, and because of the irregular structure of fractals, it is difficult to
apply classical calculus. Often we are interested in the average change of
a function over a very small interval - this is called a derivative in math-
ematics. For example, the average change of the position of the stone in
Figure 1.7 during a very small time interval is approximately the velocity,
and we say that the velocity of the stone is the derivative of the function
h(t).

Derivatives are important in mathematics and can be used to describe
the smoothness of a function or curve. There are functions that are not
smooth at all, such as the function f(t) in Figure 1.8, which has no deriva-
tive because of its irregular behaviour.

y

t

y = f(t)

Figure 1.8: The function f(t) is called a Brownian sample function,
and was generated by a computer simulation of a random walk
on the real line. This function has no derivative and the graph
y = f(t) has dimension 1.5.

The theory of differential equations is the study of finding a func-
tion that has a specific derivative. Many phenomena can be described
by differential equations, and they are a powerful tool in modelling. Un-
fortunately, because of the irregular structure of fractals, the theory of
differential equations is difficult to apply when the functions involved are
defined on fractals. In this thesis, we study the theoretical aspects of
smoothness properties of functions defined on fractals.
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1.2 Fractals and function spaces on fractals

The theory of function spaces is the systematic study of smoothness and
differentiability properties of functions. Questions concerning smooth-
ness properties of functions arise naturally in connection with differential
equations. Typically, we seek a solution to a partial differential equation
satisfying a boundary value condition. These kind of problems have been
solved for several situations, when the boundary is a sufficiently smooth.
After Mandelbrot advocated for the use of fractals to model nature, the in-
terest in differential equations on domains having non-smooth boundaries,
i.e. fractals, has increased.

In this section we will give a short introduction to fractals, in particular
iterated function systems, and function spaces and related subjects, such
as traces. We conclude this section with an application of function spaces
to the Dirichlet problem on the von Koch snowflake domain.

Hausdorff measure We will exclusively work in R
n and use the standard

Euclidian metric. Let us recall the definition of Hausdorff measure, which
is the measure of choice in fractal geometry. Let diam(E) denote the
diameter of the set E ⊂ R

n, and put

µǫ
d(E) = sup

E⊂∪Ui

{
∑

diam(E)d : diam(Ui) ≤ ǫ},

where {Ui} is an open cover of E. Then µǫ
d(E) will increase as ǫ decreases,

and we define the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure µd by

µd(E) = lim
ǫ→0+

µǫ
d(E).

For a thorough treatment of Hausdorff measures, see [Rod70]. The Haus-
dorff dimension of a set E is the unique d ≥ 0, such that d = inf{s > 0 :
µs(E) = 0}.

Iterated function system The class of self-similar sets enable us to easily
design fractals, and has been ever so important for the development of
fractal theory. Self-similar sets are generated by iterated function systems
(IFS). A function f : R

n → R
n is called a contraction if there exists a

constant r, with 0 < r < 1, such that
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|f(x) − f(y)| ≤ r|x− y| for all x, y ∈ R
n. (1.1)

The constant r is called the contraction factor of f . An iterated function
system is a collection {f1, f2, . . . , fm} of contractions fi : R

n → R
n. Us-

ing the fixed point theorem, it can be shown, originally by [Hut81], that
there exists a non-empty compact subset K of R

n, called the invariant set
associated with the IFS (or the attractor), such that

f(K) =

m⋃

i=1

fi(K).

If we have equality in (1.1) we say that f is a similitude. When the
functions in the IFS are similitudes, we call K a self-similar set. It is easy
to calculate the Hausdorff dimension of a self-similar set, due to results by
P. Moran [Mor46], and J. Hutchinson [Hut81]. We define the similarity
dimension of an IFS {fi}

m
i=1, where fi is a similitude with contraction

factor ri, as the unique number d > 0, such that

m∑

i=1

rd
i = 1.

An IFS {fi }
m
i=1 satisfies the open set condition, introduced by Moran and

named by Hutchinson, if there exists an open set U ⊂ R
n, such that

m⋃

i=1

fi(U) ⊂ f(U),

with the union disjoint. In view of Hutchinson’s result, if the IFS satisfies
the open set condition, with each fi a similitude with contraction factor
ri, and d is given by (1.2), then 0 < µd(K) <∞.

Graph directed IFS The class of self-similar sets was generalised by R.
Mauldin and S. C. Williams in [MW88], to graph directed self-similar sets.
By a general digraph, we mean a finite directed graph, in which we allow
several edges between two vertices, edges from a vertex to itself, and there
is one vertex with at least two edges leaving it. Let (V,E) be a general
digraph, where V are the vertices, and E is the set of edges. To each v ∈ V ,
we associate a complete metric space Xv. We will choose Xv = R

n, but
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it helps to think of them as separate spaces. Let Euv denote the set of
edges from the vertex u to the vertex v. Moreover, to each e ∈ Euv we
associate a similitude fe : Xu → Xv with contraction factor re. We call
a list ((V,E), {fe : e ∈ E}) a graph directed IFS (or a Mauldin-Williams
graph).

In a similar way as for an IFS, it can be shown (see [MW88]), that
there exists a unique collection {Ku : u ∈ V } of non-empty compact sets,
such that

Ku =
⋃

v∈V

⋃

e∈Euv

fe(Kv). (1.2)

We call the sets {Kv} the graph directed sets (or the Mauldin-Williams
sets), and call the union of the graph directed sets a Mauldin-Williams
fractal. Note that a graph directed IFS with just one vertex is an IFS. For
an introduction to graph directed IFS, see e.g. [Edg90, Fal97].

Let m be the number of vertices in V . To a graph directed IFS, we
associate a m ×m matrix A(t), for t ≥ 0, by defining the (u, v)-th entry
of A(t) as

auv(t) =
∑

e∈Euv

rt
e,

where we put auv = 0 if Euv = ∅.

The spectral radius of a square matrix A, denoted ρ(A), can be defined
as the largest, in absolute value, eigenvalue of A. If Φ(t) = ρ(A(t)), where
t ≥ 0, it can be show that Φ is continuous and strictly decreasing on
[0,∞), Φ(0) ≥ 1, and limt→∞ Φ(t) = 0. Let d ≥ 0, be the unique real
number, such that Φ(d) = 1.

We say that d is the graph-dimension of the graph directed IFS. The
matrix A(d) is called the construction matrix.

A graph directed IFS is strongly connected if for every pair of vertices
u and v there is a directed path from u to v. A graph directed IFS satisfies
the open set condition (OSC) if there exists a collection of non-empty open
sets {Uv : v ∈ V } such that

⋃

v∈V

⋃

e∈Euv

fe(Uv) ⊆ Uu,

with a disjoint union. If in addition Uu∩Ku 6= ∅ for all u ∈ V , we say that
the graph directed IFS satisfies the strong open set condition(SOSC).
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Theorem 1.4. If a strongly connected graph directed IFS has dimension
d, then

OSC ⇐⇒ SOSC ⇐⇒ 0 < µd(Kv) <∞ for all v ∈ V

The proofs of the implications in Theorem 1.4, can be found in [MW88]
and [Wan97]. Another important property of the sets Ku is that

µd(fi(Kv) ∩ fj(Kv)) = 0,

for all i, j ∈ Euv.

Besov spaces on fractals We will define generalised Besov spaces, con-
sisting of Lp function, and we will do this for functions defined on a class
of sets called d-sets. For an introduction to function spaces on fractals we
suggest [JW97], while [JW84] is the main reference for basic results. These
spaces are defined so that they preserve classical extension and restriction
theorems.

Let µ be a positive Borel measure with support F ⊂ R
n, written

supp(µ) = F , and let B(x, r) denote the closed ball with radius r and
centre x. We say that µ is a d-measure if there exist constants a, b > 0
such that

ard ≤ µ(B(x, r)) ≤ brd

for all x ∈ F and 0 < r ≤ 1. The set F is called a d-set, if there exists
a d-measure with supp(µ) = F . The restriction µ of the d-dimensional
Hausdorff measure to F , i.e. µ(E) = µd(E ∩ F ), acts as a canonical d-
measure on F . It can be shown that a non-trivial self-similar set K to
an IFS satisfying the open set condition is a d-set if d is the similarity
dimension.

A closed set F ⊆ R
n preserves Markov’s inequality if for every fixed

positive integer m, there exists a constant c > 0, such that

max
F∩B

|∇P | ≤
c

r
max
F∩B

|P |,

for all polynomials P ∈ Pm and all closed balls B = B(x, r), x ∈ F and
0 < r ≤ 1. Markov’s inequality is a condition that ensures that the set is
not too flat for our purposes. Examples of sets that preserves Markov’s
inequality are d-sets in R

n, where d > n − 1, and self-similar sets that
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are not a subset of any n− 1-dimensional subspace of R
n. Some strongly

connected Mauldin-Williams fractals preserve Markov’s inequality.

A net of mesh r is a subdivision of R
n into equally sized half open

cubes Q with side length r, i.e cubes of the form Q = {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈
R

n : ai ≤ xi < ai + r}. Let Nν be the net with mesh 2−ν with one cube in
the net having a corner in origo, and let Pk(Nν) be the functions s(Nν)
such that the trace of s(Nν) to a cube in Nν is a polynomial of degree at
most k. Let [α] denote the integer part of α.

The space Lp(µ) consists of all function f with ‖f‖p = (
∫
|f |p dµ)1/p <

∞, and lq is the space of all sequences (cm)m≥0 such that ‖cm‖lq =
(
∑

m≥0 |cm|q)1/q <∞.

Definition 1.5. [JW84] Let F be a d-set preserving Markov’s inequality,
µ a d-measure on F , α > 0, and 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞. Then f ∈ Bp,q

α (F )
if f ∈ Lp(µ), and there exist a sequence (cν) ∈ lq of positive numbers,
such that for every net Nν , ν = 0, 1, 2, . . ., there exist s(Nν) ∈ P[α](Nν)
satisfying

‖f − s(Nν)‖p ≤ cν2−να.

We let the norm in Bp,q
α (F ) be ‖f‖Bp,q

α (F ) = ‖f‖p + inf ‖cν‖lq , where the
infimum is taken over all allowed sequences (cν).

Note that this definition of Besov space is not constructive, we will use a
similar, constructive definition of Besov space in Paper I.

In paper II, and Paper III, we focus on the following Lipschitz space.

Definition 1.6. If 0 < d ≤ n, L > 1, c > 0, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, α > 0 and µ
is a d-measure on F ⊂ R

n, we define the Lipschitz space Lip(α, p, q, F ) to
be all functions f ∈ Lp(µ) such that ‖am‖lq <∞, where

am := Lαm
(
Ldm

∫

K

∫

|x−y|<cL−m

|f(x) − f(y)|p dµ(x) dµ(y)
)1/p

.

The norm of a function in Lip(α, p, q, F ) is ‖f‖Lip(α,p,q,F ) = ‖f‖p +‖am‖lq .

The space Lip(α, p, q, F ) is independent of d-measure µ, constant c, and
constant L > 1. For α < 1 we have that Lip(α, p, q, F ) = Bp,q

α (F ), and
for α ≥ 1, Lip(α, p, q, F ) is a subspace of Bp,q

α (F ), consisting of functions
which have derivatives equal to zero, in a certain sense.
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The trace of a function Trace theorems are central in the theory of
function spaces and describes how different spaces are imbedded in each
other. There are two parts in a trace theorem, a restriction part, and
an extension part. Typically, the restriction part, or the trace, is the
existence of a restriction operator R.

Given a continuous function, the restriction to a subset of the domain
of the function is taken pointwise. When we have a function defined a.e
and want to take the restriction to a zero set, we need to make precise
what is meant with the restriction.

Let m denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure and f ∈ L1
Loc(R

n).
We define the strictly defined function function f̃ by

f̃(x) := lim
r→0+

1

m(B(x, r))

∫

B(x,r)
f(t) dx, (1.3)

at all points this limit exists. By Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem,
f̃(x) = f(x) a.e. Define the trace f |F of f to F as (f |F )(x) := f̃(x),
i.e. f |F is the pointwise restriction of the strictly defined function f̃ . In
trace theorems, it will be part of the conclusion that f̃ will be defined
µ-a.e. for a d-set F .

Let B1(F ) and B2(Rn) be normed function spaces, where F ⊂ Rn. In
the case where there exists a positive constant c such that R : B2(Rn) →
B1(F ) fulfils

‖Rf‖B1
≤ c‖f‖B2

for all f ∈ B2(Rn), (1.4)

we say that R is a restriction imbedding from B2(Rn) to B1(F ) and write
B2(Rn) → B1(F ).

Next there is the extension part of a trace theorem. We say that E is an
extension operator from F to R

n for a function f if Ef is defined on R
n and

Ef |F = f , according to the previous definition of the restriction. If there
exist a positive constant c and an extension operator E : B1(F ) → B2(Rn),
such that

‖Ef‖B2
≤ c‖f‖B1

for all f ∈ B1(F ), (1.5)

we say that E is an extension imbedding from B1(F ) to B2(Rn) and write
B1(F ) → B2(Rn).

We say that B1(F ) is the trace of B2(Rn), and write B2(Rn)|F =
B1(F ), if there are two operators R and E that fulfil (1.4) and (1.5).
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Let us give some examples of a trace theorems, often referred to as
Whitney type due to a classical extension theorem by Whitney which
briefly states that Lip(α,Rn)|F = Lip(α,F ). The space Lip(α,F ) is de-
fined for closed sets, and can be identified with B∞,∞

α (F ).

Theorem 1.7. Let F ⊆ R
n be a d-set, 0 < d ≤ n, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, and

β = α− (n− d)/p > 0. Then

Bp,q
α (Rn)|F = Bp,q

β (F ).

We will consider Sobolev spaces in the next paragraph. Let Ω be an
open subset of R

n, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, k a non-negative integer. The Sobolev
space W p

k (Ω) is the Banach space space of functions f ∈ Lp(Ω) having
distributional derivates Djf , |j| ≤ k, in Ω belonging to Lp(Ω), with the
norm

‖f‖W p

k
(Ω) =

∑

|j|≤k

‖Djf‖p <∞.

Theorem 1.8. Let F ⊆ R
n be a d-set, 0 < d < n, preserving Markov’s

inequality, 1 < p < ∞, k a positive integer, and β = k − (n − d)/p > 0.
Then

W p
k (Rn)|F = Bp,p

β (F ).

The Dirichlet problem and function spaces Function spaces are an im-
portant part of the theory of differential equations, and we give an exam-
ple of how function spaces come into play in partial differential equations
(PDE). Steady state phenomenon in physics , e.g. elasticity, fluid dynam-
ics, and heat conduction, are often described by the Dirichlet problem.

{
∆u = −f in Ω

u = g on Γ
(1.6)

Let us consider a Dirichlet problem on a domain Ω in the plane, which
has boundary Γ (Figure 1.9). The functions f and g in (1.6) are known,
and we seek a solution u. We assume that the boundary Ω is a so called
(ǫ, δ)-domain, see e.g. [JW84]; this is a smoothness condition on the
boundary. We have the following theorem by P. Jones [Jon81], which
is needed to prove Theorem 1.10.
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Ω

Γ

Figure 1.9: A domain Ω with
boundary Γ.

Figure 1.10: The von Koch
snowflake domain.

Theorem 1.9. Let Ω be an (ǫ, δ)-domain, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, and k a non-
negative integer. Then there exist a bounded linear extension operator
E : W p

k (Ω) →W p
k (Rn) such that Ef |Ω = f a.e. in Ω for all f ∈W p

k (Ω).

The restriction operator (1.3) needs to be slightly modified to fit this
situation; we replace B(x, r) with B(x, r) ∩ Ω.

Theorem 1.10. [Wal91] Let Ω be a bounded (ǫ, δ)-domain such that Γ is
a d-set. Given f ∈ L2(Ω) and g ∈ B2,2

β (Γ), where β = 1− (n− d)/2, there

exists a unique weak solution u ∈W 2
1 (Ω) to (1.6).

The main ingredients of the proof of Theorem 1.10 are Theorem 1.8, The-
orem 1.9, and a representation theorem for bounded linear functionals in
Hilbert spaces, see [Wal91] for more details. Useful tools are the imbed-
dings Bp,p

β (Γ) → W p
k (Rn) → W p

k (Ω) and W p
k (Ω) → W p

k (Rn) → Bp,p
β (Γ).

There are two different trace operators involved; however, it can be shown
that the restrictions of the distributional derivatives, given by the two
operators, coincide µ-a.e. on Γ (see [Wal91, Prop. 2.3]).

Theorem 1.10 enables us to solve the Dirichlet problem on the von
Koch snowflake domain (Figure 1.10), which is an (ǫ, δ)-domain. The
boundary, the closed von Koch curve, is a d-set for d = ln(4)/ ln(3) and
thus preserves Markov’s inequality.
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1.3 Notes and references

For the reader who is interested in applications, we give some general ref-
erences with respect to the applications mentioned in Section 1.1. An
early paper on the self-similarity on ethernet traffic is [LMWW94], a
more recent one is [CASM04]. The properties of the Sierpinski antenna
is analysed in [PRPC98]. For applications in biology and medicine see
e.g. [LNW94, LMN97, LMNW02]. J. Feder covers, among other topics,
percolation and viscous fingering in porous media [Fed88]. For inspiration
of how to apply fractal methods, the book [HS93] focus on applications
in various sciences, and includes two case studies. Recent books by Man-
delbrot regarding finance and related topics are [Man97, Man02, MH04].
Various topics on applications of fractal methods can be found in [Che91].
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2. Summary of papers

2.1 Paper I: Wavelets and Besov spaces on Mauldin-Williams fractals

In this paper we study the generalised Besov spaces Bp,q
α (F ) introduced

by A. Jonsson and H. Wallin [JW84]. The spaces Bp,q
α (F ) are defined

on d-sets and preserve Whitney type extension theorems. An example
of a d-set is the invariant set of an IFS in R

n that satisfies the open set
condition, and d is the similarity dimension of the IFS.

R. S. Strichartz [Str97] introduces continuous piecewise linear wavelet
bases for several post critically finite (p.c.f.) self-similar sets, such as
the Sierpinski gasket and the Hexagasket. He suggests several interesting
problems concerning the generalisation of wavelet theory to fractals.

Some of these problems were addressed by A. Jonsson in [Jon98], where
he characterises the spaces Bp,q

α (F ) on a class of totally disconnected self-
similar sets preserving Markov’s inequality. He does this by means of
the magnitude of the coefficients in the wavelet expansion of the func-
tion, where the wavelet bases are Haar type wavelets of higher order, i.e.
piecewise polynomial functions of degree m ≥ 0.

We extend this characterisation to a class of graph directed self-similar
sets, introduced by R. D. Mauldin and S. C. Williams in [MW88]. The
proofs are inspired by the corresponding proofs by Jonsson in [Jon98]. Let
K ⊂ R

n be a strongly connected Mauldin-Williams fractal with essentially
disjoint Mauldin-Williams sets that preserves Markov’s inequality, d the
graph dimension, and µ the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure on K. Then
a function f ∈ Lp(µ), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, has the representation

f =
∑

i∈V

D0∑

l=1

αi
lφ

i
l +

∞∑

k=0

∑

e∈Ek

De∑

σ=1

βσ
e ψ

σ
e , (2.1)

where {ψσ
e } together with {φi

l}, is a wavelet base of piecewise polynomial
functions of order m ≥ [α]. Here Ek is the set of all paths of length k in
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the graph (V,E), while D0 and De are constants depending on α, n, and
the number of edges in E. Define ‖{βσ

e }‖ by

‖{βσ
e }‖ =

( ∑

ν≥ν1

(
2ναp2νd(p/2−1)

∑

e∈Jν

De∑

σ=1

|βσ
e |

p
)q/p)1/q

,

where ν1 is an integer that only depends on the diameter of K, and Jν

is a collection of paths appearing in the construction of the wavelet base.
We can now formulate the two main theorems as a single theorem if K is
totally disconnected.

Theorem 2.1. Let 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, α > 0. Then there exists a constant
c > 0, independent of the wavelet bases, such that f ∈ Bp,q

α (K) if and only
if f ∈ L1(µ) and

c−1‖f‖Bp,q
α (K) ≤

(∑

i∈V

D0∑

l=1

|αi
l |

p
)1/p

+ ‖{βσ
e }‖ ≤ c‖f‖Bp,q

α (K).

The construction of the wavelet base involves the Gram-Schmidt or-
thonormalisation procedure, which is difficult to apply because we have
to calculate the inner product in L2(µ). However, since the wavelet base
consist of Haar type polynomials, this can be reduced to calculating mo-
ments. W. Jin showed in [Jin98], that the moments can be calculated
recursively for a class of self-similar sets. We generalise the result by Jin
to Mauldin-Williams fractals.

If B = [bij ] is a n× n matrix we define the matrix ∞-norm by

‖B‖∞ = max
1≤i≤n

n∑

j=1

|bij |

Theorem 2.2. Suppose a strongly connected Mauldin-Williams graph that
satisfies the OSC, has construction matrix A = A(d), essentially disjoint
Mauldin-Willims sets, and similitudes Te(z) = Aez + be. If

‖A‖∞ max
e∈E

‖Ae‖∞ < 1,

then the moments of all orders over Ki can be calculated recursively.

If we know the moments over Ki, i ∈ V , we can calculate the moments
over Ke for all e ∈ E by using a standard integral formula for self-similar
sets.
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2.2 Paper II: Harmonic functions and Lipschitz spaces on the

Sierpinski gasket

In [Kig93], J. Kigami defines a Laplace operator for post critically finite
(p.c.f.) sets that has a regular harmonic structure. This Laplacian can
be constructed by approximating the fractal by finite graphs from within
and performing a limiting process. The existence of a regular harmonic
structures is a difficult problem, solved for a class of highly symmetric
p.c.f. sets.

For a brief introduction to analysis on fractals we suggest [Str99], and
for a more in-depth presentation [Kig01].

In [Str03], R. S. Strichartz aims to generalise classical function space
theory, in particular [Ste70, Chap. 5], to fractals having a regular har-
monic structure. He discretely defines Hölder, Besov, and Sobolev spaces
of continuous functions, corresponding to classical function spaces with
functions having a continuous representation. A result by A. Kamont
[Kam97] shows that some of the Besov spaces described by Strichartz
coincide with classical Besov spaces on [0, 1].

In this paper we examine the relationship between Strichartz discretely
defined Besov spaces (Λp,q

α )(1)(F ) and the Lipschitz spaces Lip(α, p, q, F )
introduced by Jonsson [Jon96], when the domain is the Sierpinski gasket.

LetK be the Sierpinski gasket and let F denote the domain of the stan-
dard Dirichlet form on the Sierpinski gasket. We can identify F with the
Lipschitz space Lip(β0, 2,∞,K), see [Jon96], where β0 = log(5)/ log(4).
This has been generalised to simple nested fractals by K. Pietruska-Pa luba
[Pie99], and to Sierpinski carpets by T. Kumagai [Kum00]. Furthermore,
we have that F = (Λ2,∞

β0α0
)(1)(K), where α0 = log(2)/ log(5/3), so that

(Λ2,∞
β0

)(1)(K) = Lip(β0/α0, 2,∞,K). (2.2)

The constant α0 is given by the relationship between the effective resis-
tance metric d(x, y) and the Euclidian metric on the Sierpinski gasket; to
make more precise, d(x, y)α0 ∼ |x− y|, see [Str03]. Recall that the Haus-
dorff dimension of the Sierpinski gasket is d = log(3)/ log(2). It follows
that the Hausdorff dimension d0 with respect to the resistance metric is
given by d0 = dα0, that is, d0 = log(3)/ log(5/3).

We prove the following generalisation of the embedding (2.2).
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Theorem 2.3. If 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞ and α > d0/p, then

(Λp,q
α )(1)(K) = Lip(α/α0, p, q,K),

with equivalent norms.

Jonsson characterises F on the Sierpinski gasket [Jon04a], by means
of the magnitude of the coefficients in the expansion of a function in a
continuous piecewise harmonic base. We use this base to characterise
(Λp,q

α )(1)(K), and consequently Lip(α/α0, p, q,K). This is done in [JK01]
for Lip(α, p, q,K) with a piecewise linear base, for α < 1. Although we do
this for some α ≥ 1, this is only for p small enough, depending on α. For
large p, we have to use the piecewise linear base, suggesting that neither
base is the correct one.

Let {ψξ} be this piecewise harmonic base, where the index ξ denotes a
vertex in construction of the Sierpinski gasket. Every continuous function
on the Sierpinski gasket can be represented as

f(x) =
∞∑

i=0

∑

ξ∈Vi

cξψξ(x), (2.3)

with uniform convergence. Here Vi is the set of vertices introduced in the
step i in the construction of the gasket.

Theorem 2.4. Let d0/p < α < β, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, and suppose f ∈
C(K) has the representation (2.3) and that ψ0 ∈ (Λp,∞

β )(1)(K). Then

f ∈ (Λp,q
α )(1)(K) if and only if

Sp,q
α (f) :=

( ∞∑

m=0

(
3
5

)(d0/p−α)qm( ∑

ξ∈Vm

|cξ |
p
) q

p
) 1

q
<∞.

Moreover, we have that ‖f‖ ∼ Sp,q
α (f).

To apply Theorem 2.4 we need to know for what α > d0/p the function
ψ0 belongs to the space (Λp,∞

α )(1)(K). We give some estimates regarding
this in Proposition 2.5; see Figure 2.1. Let αp denote the supremum of all
α, such that ψ0 is in (Λp,∞

α )(1)(K).

Proposition 2.5. We have that αp ≤ αp ≤ αp, that is
{
ψ0 ∈ (Λp,∞

α )(1)(K) d0/p < α < αp

ψ0 /∈ (Λp,∞
α )(1)(K) αp < α

We only know αp for two values of p, and they are α2 = β0α0, and α∞ = 1.
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Figure 2.1: The lower and upper bounds, αp and αp, and
the natural lower bound d0/p, for αp.

2.3 Paper III: A discrete characterisation of Lipschitz spaces on

fractals

This paper is a inspired by the embedding

(Λp,q
α )(1)(K) = Lip(α/α0, p, q,K)

given in Paper II, which gives a discrete characterisation of Lip(α, p, q,K)
on the Sierpinski gasket. A. Kamont gives a discrete characterisation of
Bp,q

α (In) in [Kam97], where I is an interval in R. There are several exam-
ples of special cases of similar discrete characterisations of Lip(α, p, q, F )
via the domain of a Dirichlet form on fractals. The first result connecting
the Dirichlet form on fractals to the function spaces of Jonsson and Wallin
was [Jon96]. That F can be characterised by this Lipschitz space has been
examined in several papers, see [LV99], [Kum00], and [Pie99].

Continuing along this line of research, we give a discrete characteri-
sation of the Lipschitz space Lip(α, p, q, F ) for sets admitting a regular
sequence of triangulations in Theorem 2.7, and for a class of p.c.f. sets.
Regular triangulations of sets were introduced in [JK01] in order to find
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continuous bases for function spaces on fractals. A triangulation T of a
set F is a collection of ‘just touching’ simplices that covers F , i.e.

F ⊆
⋃

S∈T

S,

such that the vertices of a simplex S belong to F . A regular sequence of
triangulations {Tm}m≥0 is essentially a nested sequence of triangulations,
which will satisfy

F =
⋂

m≥0

⋃

S∈Tm

S.

We require that the sequence of triangulations has several regularity prop-
erties. For example, a simplex is not allowed to be to flat in relation to
its diameter.

It is not known what sets admit this kind of triangulation other than
when the underlying space is R – then a set admits a regular triangulation
if and only if it preserves Markov’s inequality [Jon04b].

Definition 2.6. Let 0 < d ≤ n, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, and {Tm} be a regular

sequence of triangulations of F ⊂ R
n. Let f ∈ L̃ip(α, p, q, F ) if f ∈ C(F )

and ‖bm‖lq <∞, where

bm := δ−α
m

(
δd
m

∑

xm̃y

|f(x) − f(y)|p
) 1

p
.

We let the norm be given by ‖f‖ := (
∑

ξ∈V0
|f(ξ)|p)1/p + ‖bm‖lq .

The notation x
m̃
y means that x and y are vertices in the same simplex S

in Tm, and δm denotes the diameter of the triangulation Tm.

Theorem 2.7. Let 0 < d ≤ n, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, α > d/p, F be a d-set, and
{Tm} a regular sequence of triangulations of F . If {Tm} has the property
(B), then

Lip(α, p, q, F ) = L̃ip(α, p, q, F ),

with equivalent norms.

The property (B) in Theorem 2.7 is a weak type of nesting condition, and
does not put a restriction on the sets, when they are subsets of R. We
need a similar property in the corresponding theorem for p.c.f. d-sets.
These characterisations generalises results concerning the identification
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of the domain F of Dirichlet forms with Lipschitz spaces; we mention
[LV99] and [GM04]. Further, we obtain results in connection with energy
forms on closed fractal curves, see [FL04], and non-linear energy forms,
see [CL02].
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